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Welcome to the March edition of NZ
Garden Trust News
We have some exciting times a head
The Trustees have asked Grant Mangin to help us to take
NZGT to another level
Grant is a PR and marketing consultant TV and video
producer as well as a writer
He has inspired us all and will be at conference to outline his
plan as to how all this will be achieved.
We have asked him to outline the following to give you all
some idea of what of his plans are going forward.

With your participation and commitment as members of the
NZGT we’ve spent the past decade building up the quality of
New Zealand’s ‘open gardens’, setting standards and
assuring quality experiences for people who visit assessed
gardens. Together we’ve achieved over 100 high quality
private and public gardens in New Zealand that give the
visitor a variety of experiences and opportunities to enjoy
and learn more about New Zealand’s native and exotic plant
life, garden design, meet garden owners and gain inspiration
from them.
We’ve got the gardens – now we need to grow the number
of people visiting our gardens. The NZGT has ambitious
plans for marketing our gardens to visitors at home and
abroad.

The Trustees all feel this has great potential.

From Grant Mangin

What we’re proposing

There’s just one month until the annual conference in New
Plymouth. One of the many topics we’re discussing at the
conference is marketing. We’ll be considering an exciting
proposal for the Gardens Trust to set up a marketing
organisation to promote NZGT gardens and garden tourism
in New Zealand. This newsletter provides a brief overview of
the proposal that will be presented in detail at the
conference. Please read on and then let us know what you
think!

While retaining our focus on you the garden owners and the
quality of gardens to visit in NZ, we hope to establish an
aligned organization (Gardensnz.com) with a focus on the
garden visitor. Creating a mutually beneficial relationship;
between you and your gardens and the people who want to
visit them. We are not saying this will be easy and there are
still details to work through on how to get it off the ground
(funding being the biggest challenge), but with the work
done to date it is time to put the concept in front of you the
garden owners for consideration and debate.

It’s a great time to be gardening

It has been proposed the membership base of GardensNZ
could grow to 10,000 members within 10 years, this would
be amazing but even with 3000 or 4000 members everyone
is benefiting.

Internationally enthusiasm for gardens is growing as people
rediscover the wellbeing benefits from spending time in
gardens. Garden designs are now being viewed as ‘works of
art’ in their own right. These trends are excellent news for
garden tourism in New Zealand.

GardensNZ will fund its marketing programme through
membership fees

Gardens and gardening remains a ‘top ten’ activity for New
Zealanders, with many gardening clubs, horticultural
societies and botanical groups around the country. All of
these people (and many more) are potential members if we
offer the right incentives to join a garden enthusiasts
organisation.

We’re professionals
GardensNZ will be a professional marketing organisation
that attracts members by offering them benefits such as
discounted garden admission fees, and discounts on
products and services at selected retailers. GardensNZ will
be become self-funding, raising revenue through its
membership fees to pay for its marketing programme.
GardensNZ will support garden owners by providing
standardised marketing resources (such as signage and
advertising templates) and advice on websites, use of social
media and developing garden-based events and activities.
The programme could include
 An expanded website
 Monthly newsletter
 Printed garden guide updated yearly sent to garden
groups & visitor centres.
 Regular media releasing programme
 National events calendar to promote existing garden
based events and launch new events such as
photographic and art contests held in NZGT gardens.
 Producing TV and video features about gardens
 Supporting garden owners with marketing templates
and resources

We’ve got a few challenges to resolve first
Our current gardens are excellent, but we do need more and
believe creating energy through the aligned GardensNZ
could provide the change required to attract more gardens.
There are very few urban gardens in towns and cities, where
visitors often start and end their journeys, and some regions
have insufficient gardens to make a rural touring itinerary
viable.
Another challenge is admission fees. Where gardens with
the same star rating charge different fees, it is confusing for
visitors and looks inconsistent. It also undermines owners
operating their gardens as professional businesses. To run
an effective national marketing campaign admission fees
must be standardised with minimum entry charges related
to garden ratings (allowing owners to charge more if they
wish). This is a topic for discussion at the Open Forum at this
year’s conference (visit our website for more information
about the conference).

Our first priority is to grow our membership
We need more gardens and we need them now. 100 new
gardens for the Trust is not out of the way if each of you
could find one more in your area. In order to gain these
gardens we are creating a new category of urban and small
rural country town gardens which will have a reduced
subscription The carrot for you all is the incentive rewarding
scheme of.$50 finder’s fee for each new garden you sign up
to the NZGT as a credit against your next year’s membership
fee.
Our long term goal
The intention is that GardensNZ will be a professional self
funding organization that employs professionals who will do
this work on your behalf
What we need you to do
Let us know what you think about what we’re proposing.
Email us any questions or comments.
The proposal to set up GardensNZ will be presented at the
Open Forum at our annual conference next month in New
Plymouth so we can talk about it in depth. If you haven’t
confirmed your bookings for the conference there’s still
time. Visit our website for more information…
See you at the conference!

Facebook and Instagram
My name is Yvonne Baker, I have recently been contracted
to the NZGT to do their social media, namely Facebook and
Instagram. With the aid of these two highly used social
media outlets we can promote the work the RNZIH and the
NZGT does and promote your garden to an even wider
audience. What I have been asking of people is if they can
provide images to myself and Irene Collins to put towards
use on the website and for social media use. This maybe in
the form of just images emailed to us or your approval for us
to save images of your garden from your website, Facebook
or Instagram page. Some gardens have Instagram as well as
Facebook and allow me to share and repost images from
them. This way, if you are happy for me to use images from
these sources it means you don’t have to keep remembering
to send me them via email or download sites. However, if
you would prefer to send me images via email then I usually
use a file download site called WeTransfer which is really
easy to use and free. https://wetransfer.com
The images are always only used by myself or Irene for use
on our website, Facebook or Instagram. Please would you be
able to let us know if the photo’s require crediting also.
Once I get images from you I can pop some on Facebook so

our followers can have a sneak peek at your fabulous
garden.

flamboyant brunsvigias flourish also. If you are over there
some time, pay her a visit; this is a garden like no other.

In the next few weeks I will be going on maternity leave so
hope to schedule posts for both Facebook and Instagram till
end of August at least so that everything can continue with
minimal input while I am off. Because of this I am on the
hunt for seasonal images in particular of your garden. I do
have a number of images of gardens of my own but not
through the seasons so it would be great to get some more
wintery ones as well as ones of the garden now to post
throughout the next few months.

Gordon Collier

Looking forward to hearing from you
Yvonne
Yvonne Baker Dip.Hort.Wisley
Horticultural Consultant
Ph: 09 810 8081
Mob: 027 660 5205

Lois Croon – a Chatham Island gardener.
Lois Croon’s garden on the Chatham Islands is the best place
to see Chatham Island forget-me-nots in cultivation –
perhaps in the world. As it happens this plant though only
found on the Chathams, is seldom seen in the wild and
current research suggests it is not a forget-me-not but a
borage and that its nearest relative is found in the
Mediterranean.
But Lois has hundreds of this magnificent blue flowered
perennial (Myosotidium hortensia,) planted in huge borders
and some of the white and a few pink, as well. In late
October they are a wonderful sight. She says they like light
sandy soil, not clay, and grow best in New Zealand in a south
facing site with plenty of wind and an occasional good feed
of compost. They naturally die down in summer and like
water if it gets dry.
Lois and husband Val are ardent conservationists. They raise
the endemic ake ake
(Olearia traversii) for planting
out on the island. This tree is reputed to be the largest tree
daisy in the world. It can be found all over – and at the
garden entrance where its gnarled branches and stout
trunks look a bit like old olive trees. A few bushes of the
large leafed rangiora also grow there; Brachyglottis repanda
‘Fragrans’ has huge silver - backed leaves. This rangiora is
rarely seen in gardens even on the mainland but it is so
vigorous there that Lois occasionally lets the cows in to keep
it under control.
This energetic lady gardens in a mild climate as her ample
vegetable garden shows and where yellow tamarillos and

New Zealand Gardens
through English eyes
One of the aims of my trip to New Zealand is to see how
gardens compare to those back home in the U.K. Historically
British and other European settlers brought over their
treasured plants and design philosophy to N.Z.
Consequently, I feel very much at home in many N.Z.
gardens as they are a variation of European design.
Ohinetahi and Trotts Garden are marvellous places that
display historical elements found in British Gardens
including herbaceous borders, knot gardens and a collection
of rare and unusual plants. More contemporary European
design can be found at Flaxmere where the owner has
skilfully created an area inspired by the work of Piet Oudolf.
The quality of maintenance and execution of design give
even the best of British gardens a run for their money.
What also makes these gardens so comparable to those in
Brittan is their sense of maturity. Despite being so much
younger the growth rate of European trees in N.Z. such as
Quercus robur gives the impression that a garden has a
longer history than it actually possesses. Another factor
that would make British gardeners envious is that some
parts of N.Z. can grow a much broader range of plants.
British gardeners would make a fuss over just one
Cardiocrinum giganteum in flower. At Dunedin Botanic
Garden they almost grow like a weed.
The gardens mentioned so far are wonderful places to visit,
however I am looking for gardens that exhibit a unique and
distinctive N.Z. style. I have felt so at home in some N.Z.
gardens that I forgot I was in a different country or even
another continent. I have heard that there is a growing
trend in N.Z. to use the native plants and the approach has
generally been very purist. Many of the native plantings I
have seen tend to be ecologically based mimicking plant
communities found in the natural environment. Another
common occurrence is that the native plantings are kept in a
separate area to the exotics. I have encountered few
instances where exotic and native plants have been
deliberately mixed with each other.
Contrary to the above, the delightful gardens of Broadfield
and Fishermans Bay both have artfully planted areas just
using natives. The use of different foliage texture and colour
can create sticking effects without an overreliance on flower
power. Broadfield also uses totara for its hedging rather
than defaulting to traditional Taxus baccata. The totara has

worked just as well if not better. There are some areas at
Fishermans Bay where there is some juxtaposition of native
and exotic plants. Native grasses such as Chionochloa
flavicans are mixed with exotic herbaceous perennials
including Helenium and Salvia nemorosa. The bold foliage
of native Cordyline australis and Astelia nervosa is
complemented by the architectural flower spikes of Echium
pininana.

Africa, Mexico, North America, China and an absolutely
incredible collection of New Zealand native plants.
Andrew Bunting
Assistant Director of the Garden and Director of Plant
Collections, Chicago Botanic Garden
Website: www.chicagobotanic.org

So far I have spent most of my time on the South Island but
I’ll be heading to the North Island soon to see what
treasures await me. My quest for more inspirational
gardens continues whilst improving my N.Z. plant
knowledge. Then it’s of back to Old Blighty with a head full
of ideas.
William Stanger 14.02.17

A prominent American
horticulturist recently toured
some New Zealand gardens.
Upon arrival in New Zealand my traveling companions,
Jim Adams and Chris Carley and I went to the Auckland
Botanic Garden. We spent considerable time in their native
garden which gave us an introduction to the native
flora. Julia Watson took us to Arylies, Bev McConnell's gem
on the outskirts of the city. This masterpiece, for me,
represents a true New Zealand Garden style. Hamilton
Gardens is an impressive collection of themed gardens
notable for its scale and scope. In the Lake Taupo area we
toured with plantsman, Gordon Collier for several days and
the highlight was his home garden, Anacapri which is a
beautiful blend of unusual plants and sophisticated
design. Pukeiti was a favorite in New Plymouth. This famed
garden has unusual specimens, primarily woody plants, from
around the globe with special emphasis put on the genus,
Rhododendron. I returned to Whanganui to Paloma, the
garden of Clive and Nicki Higgie. After 20 years, it is even
more spectacular than I remember. Their creation is
monumental in the horticulture world and boasts worldclass collections only rivaled by the top botanical institutions
like Huntington, Edinburgh, Kew and Gothenberg. In
Wellinton, the Otari Native Garden gave as an opportunity
to really study the plants of New Zealand. Sir Miles Warren's
Ohinetahi outside of Christchurch is a designer's gem but
the surprise of the trip was Josie Martin's The Giant's House
in Akaroa. She is a mosaic artist and her artistry is combined
with equally provocative plantings. The Dunedin Botanic
Garden was the perfect way to end a horticultural tour de
force. This is truly a world-class plant collection with
stunning displays of highly curated collections from South

This plant has been doing the rounds here this season both
here and in Australia under the name of Stachys ‘Bella Grigo.
Wrongly identified it is now correctly Senecio niveoaureus.
Easily propagated from side shoot this is a spectacular
addition to gardens but coming from high altitudes in
Columbia and Eucador it may not suit warm gardens in New
Zealand. It’s fuzzy, white, upright leaves are out standing; a
plant can grow to 60cm and topped by typically, large yellow
daisies, it is a plant worth growing.
Gordon Collier

Looking forward to seeing you all at conference
For the Trustees
Penny Zino

